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Supplementary methods 

(a) Details of simulations 

We used two games, the iterated prisoner’s dilemma (IPD) and the iterated snowdrift 

game (ISD) to model the decision-making process during potentially cooperative 

interactions. In the event of mutual cooperation or mutual defection both players receive 

payoffs R or P respectively, while a defector exploiting a cooperator gets T and the 

cooperator gets S. The specific payoffs used for the simulations shown were: R = 6, P = 

2, T = 7 and S = 1 for the IPD, and R = 5, P = 1, T = 8 and S = 2 for the ISD. The number 

of rounds to be played in each interaction between individuals was determined by taking 

a random number from a negative binomial distribution with a probability of 0.98 of 

success and failure number of 1, and adding one to this value. This gives a mean length 

of each interaction of 50 rounds. 

Each individual in our simulations was represented by a neural network that varies in 

structure. A network always possessed two input nodes, with inputs of the individual’s 

and their opponent’s scores in the previous round of the game, and one output node 

giving the probability that the individual will cooperate in the current round. Individuals 

could then possess between 0 and 10 cognitive nodes, and each cognitive node has the 

potential to have a context node with a recurrent connection (see Fig. 1). The addition of 

extra cognitive nodes gives networks the potential to perform complex computation 

based on payoffs by increasing the dimensions of internal representation of the network. 

The addition of context nodes gives the potential for the use of longer-term memory of 

previous interactions in these computations. The internal states of these context nodes 
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could be considered analogous to emotional states. This means that networks could 

possess either a regular feed-forward network structure and/or integrate elements of an 

Elman network structure. As the network would not function without an input, each 

individual was given an additional trait, which encoded whether they cooperate or defect 

on the first round of any interaction. If an individual did not possess any cognitive nodes, 

this trait decided their behavior in all interactions. The cognitive nodes and the output 

node were given sigmoidal activation functions, of the form f(x) = 1/(1+exp(-x-t)), where 

x is the input to the node and t is the nodes threshold. The input to each node is simply 

the sum of the states of each its connected nodes multiplied by the weights of those 

connections. The thresholds for each node, along with all weights in the network, the 

network structure and the individual’s behavior on the first round of an interaction were 

inherited as genetic variables. 

In each generation of our simulations, each individual in a population of 50 networks 

played each other individual in an IPD or ISD of variable length, as described. The 

fitness of each individual was calculated as their mean payoff per round during that 

generation minus a fitness penalty of 0.01i. The metric i is a measure of the intelligence 

of the network, defined as the sum of their numbers of cognitive and context nodes. 

Reproduction then occurs with individuals selected with probability based on their 

relative fitness to asexually produce an individual offspring until the population is 

replaced. This mode of reproduction was chosen to allow for the use of a simple 

genotype-phenotype map for our networks, as this issue is complicated by sexual 

reproduction when network structures evolve, and the development of more realistic 

genotype-phenotype maps is still a burgeoning research field. Future work could utilise 

more complex genotype-phenotype maps (e.g. genetically encode rules for the ontogeny 

of the neural networks) and sexual reproduction to test the generalisability of our model. 

The use of sexual reproduction in future studies could also allow for the assessment of 

the potential role of sexual selection in amplifying selection for intelligence owing to the 

demands of decision-making. Mutation then occurs in offspring with probability 0.1 for 

network weights, thresholds and first move, and with probability 0.02 for mutations in 

network structure. Mutations in an individual’s first move simply change their first move 

from cooperate to defect and vice versa. If a weight or threshold of a network was 
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mutated, a random value from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 

0.5 was added to the current value of the weight or threshold. Mutations in network 

structure led to the addition or removal of a node with equal probability (see Fig. 1). As 

the number of hidden layer nodes allowed in each network was limited between 0 and 20 

(10 cognitive and 10 context) this effectively halves the mutation rate at these boundaries. 

A context node could not be gained unless a cognitive node without a context node was 

already present. Each simulation consisted of 50,000 generations and 10 replicates were 

carried out. At the beginning of each simulation run, individuals were randomly assigned 

network structures of 0, 1, 2 or 3 hidden layer nodes and were randomly assigned 

weights, thresholds and first moves. 

 

(b) Assessing the population 

Phenotypes of emergent networks were characterized by playing them against a test-set 

that was determined before the beginning of all simulations and comparing their 

behaviour to that of five classical strategies: always defect, always cooperate, tit-for-tat, 

tit-for-two-tats and Pavlov. Tit-for-tat is a strategy whereby individuals adopt the action 

that their opponent carried out in the previous round. Tit-for-two-tats is a similar strategy, 

where an individual responds to two sequential defections with a defection but otherwise 

cooperates. Pavlov (also known as “win-stay, lose-shift” or “simpleton”) is a strategy by 

which an individual responds to payoffs of T (defecting while opponent cooperates) and S 

(cooperating while opponent defects) with defection, and responds to payoffs R (mutual 

cooperation) and P (mutual defection) with cooperation. Pavlov has been so named as it 

embodies aspects of Pavlovian conditioning; if your payoff is greater than a given 

amount stick with the same behavior: if less, then switch behaviors. The test-set consisted 

of the moves of theoretical opponents that are characterized simply by their probability of 

cooperating in each round of the prisoner’s dilemma, this probability varying from 0 to 1 

in steps of 0.25. The sequence of moves of each of these of these opponents for 5 

replicates of a 20 round IPD or ISD was generated. Our networks were then tested at the 

end of each generation of the simulations against the test-set and could be clustered with 

their closest pure strategy (note that tit-for-tat and tit-for-two-tats were pooled for all 

analyses). A networks closest pure strategy was assessed by assessing the sums of 
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squares between the network’s sequence of moves (coded as 0 for defect and 1 for 

cooperate) and those of each of the pure strategies, treating each move against the test-set 

as a data point. Networks were then assigned to the strategy type that minimised the sums 

of squares. Selection for intelligence in each generation was taken as the covariance 

between fitness and intelligence, i, divided by mean population fitness, a standard 

measure of the expected change in a trait due to selection. 

 

(c) Data analysis 

The relationship between the frequency of cooperative acts and the mean level of 

intelligence in the population was established by using Spearman’s rank correlation test. 

The relationship between the variance in the frequency of cooperative acts and the mean 

level of intelligence in the population was established using a modified version of the 

Breusch-Pagan test. This was done by fitting a binomial model to the relationship 

between the frequency of cooperative acts and the mean level of intelligence in the 

population and then regressing the square of the residuals of this model on the mean level 

of intelligence in the population. A positive slope indicates that variance increases with 

intelligence. The p-values of these tests were adjusted using Holm’s method of correction 

for multiple comparisons. Spearman’s rank correlation test was used to assess the 

relationship between selection for intelligence and the frequencies of different strategies. 

Additional analysis was performed by partitioning the data into high (greater or equal to 

0.5) and low (less than 0.5) frequencies of cooperation and again using Spearman’s rank 

correlation test. Again, p-values of these tests were adjusted using Holm’s method of 

correction for multiple comparisons. We note that p-values will be significantly deflated 

owing to our large sample size, but are presented for completeness. 
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Supplementary results 

Table S1. Correlation (Spearman’s rho) between selection for intelligence and strategy frequencies. 

  
IPD ISD 

Strategy  All-D All-C Tit-for-tat Pavlov All-D All-C Tit-for-tat Pavlov  

All data 

rho 

p-value 

Cooperation<0.5 

rho 

p-value 

Cooperation>=0.5 

rho 

p-value 

 

0.1094 

<0.0001 

 

0.0887 

<0.0001 

 

0.4712 

<0.0001 

 

-0.0788 

<0.0001 

 

-0.0527 

<0.0001 

 

-0.5974 

<0.0001 

 

-0.1089 

<0.0001 

 

-0.0945 

<0.0001 

 

0.5491 

<0.0001 

 

-0.0545 

<0.0001 

 

-0.0529 

<0.0001 

 

0.2789 

<0.0001 

 

-0.2777 

<0.0001 

 

-0.2554 

<0.0001 

 

-0.1271 

<0.0001 

 

0.1357 

<0.0001 

 

0.1496 

<0.0001 

 

-0.4576 

<0.0001 

 

0.2025 

<0.0001 

 

0.1595 

<0.0001 

 

0.3187 

<0.0001 

 

0.2352 

<0.0001 

 

0.1905 

<0.0001 

 

0.3696 

<0.0001 

Note: p-values are adjusted using Holm’s correction method for multiple comparisons. 
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Fig. S1. 
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Fig. S1. Strategic composition and selection for intelligence. 

Shown are the relationships between selection for intelligence and four main strategy types; always defect (a,e,i,m), always cooperate 

(b,f,j,n), tit-for-tat (c,g,k,o) and Pavlov (d,h,l,p), for the IPD (a-h) and ISD (i-p). The data is also split between low (<0.5; a-d,i-l; 

black) and high (>=0.5; e-h,m-p; gray) frequencies of cooperation. Mean values are shown by the open circles and the solid line, and 

error bars show one standard deviation of the data. In the ISD we see evidence of a Machiavellian process as the intellectually 

demanding tit-for-tat and Pavlov strategies increase selection for intelligence (k,l,o,p). In the IPD we also see evidence of a 

Machiavellian process as tit-for-tat and Pavlov strategies increase in frequency when cooperation is high (g,h) but not when 

cooperation is low (c,d). The reason for this is that unless there is already cooperation occurring in the population tit-for-tat and 

Pavlov have no advantage over always-defect and in the IPD the single-interaction equilibrium of zero cooperation means that in low 

cooperation regimes little cooperation occurs for tit-for-tat and Pavlov to assort cooperative behaviors with. The non-zero single-

interaction equilibrium in the ISD means that this does not occur. 

 


